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Editorial Note

Roberto Basili∗
Università di Roma, Tor Vergata

Simonetta Montemagni∗∗
ILC - CNR

We are pleased to introduce the second issue of the sixth year of the Italian Journal of
Computational Linguistics (IJCoL). During the past semester, IJCoL has been awarded
"Class A" by ANVUR (Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del Sistema Universitario
e della Ricerca - National Agency for the Evaluation of the University System and
Academic Research), placing it at the top of the ranking of Scientific Journals for
Area 10 “Antiquities, philology, literary studies, art history”, Disciplinary Sector 10/G1
“Glottology and Linguistics”.

Thanks to this rating, introduced for the scientific fields identified as “not bibliomet-
ric” (that is, where citation analysis is not appropriate), IJCoL is now recognised as an
excellent journal at national and international levels. This is an important achievement
for researchers working in the humanistic area of computational linguistics in Italy. We
are also working towards having IJCoL indexed in international citation databases such
as Scopus and Web of Science: this goal is particularly important for the bibliometric
side of the Italian computational linguistics.

We take here the opportunity to thank the members of the community who have
contributed to the journal by reviewing papers, those who have submitted to the journal
relevant research papers since the beginning as well as current members of the Editorial
and Advisory Boards. A very special thanks goes to the members of the Editorial Office,
for their continuous work and commitment in providing an efficient editorial process
able to maintaining high standards within our publication.

This issue is a miscellaneous volume which reports original findings achieved in
the currently investigated lines of research within the national computational linguistics
community. The contributions collected in the volume cover recent and fruitful develop-
ments in computational linguistics research, ranging from the computational modelling
of lexical semantic change from different perspectives (both diachronic and syncronic),
to unsupervised methods for identifying difficult-to-parse syntactic contructions and
Natural Language Generation, to the EVALITA evaluation campaign specifically de-
voted to Natural Language Processing and Speech tools for Italian, its past and current
achievements.

The contribution by Cafagna and colleagues opens the volume. The paper investi-
gates how words are used differently in two Italian newspapers at opposite ends of the
political spectrum by training embeddings on one newspaper’s corpus, updating the
weights on the second one, and observing vector shifts. The results of different types
of analysis (top-down vs bottom-up) are reported, with interesting results. Despite the
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analysis is specific to the data taken into account, the proposed method can also seen as
a blueprint for similar studies.

The second paper, by Cassotti et al., tackles the topic of lexical semantic change
detection from a diachronic perspective. In particular, it reports the evaluation results
of graded Lexical Semantic Change Models using thresholds based on the Gaussian
distribution of the cosine similarity. The models considered range from Dynamic Word
Embeddings, Temporal Random Indexing, Temporal Referenc ing, to OP-SGNS and
Temporal Word Embeddings with a Compass. The evaluation was performed using
datasets coming from SemEval-2020 Task 1 Subtask 1 and DIACR-Ita. Results obtained
with Gaussian thresholds achieve state-of-the-art performance in English, German,
Swedish and Italian.

The contribution by Alzetta and colleagues illustrates a novel methodology meeting
the goals of both quantifying the reliability of automatically generated dependency re-
lations without using gold data, and investigating which are the linguistic constructions
negatively affecting the parser performance. The results of two experiments, aimed at
assessing the degree of parsing difficulty across different dependency relation types,
and different instances of the same relation, are reported. They demonstrate that the
proposed methodology is able to identify difficult-to-parse dependency relations with-
out relying on gold data and by taking into account a variety of intertwined linguistic
factors. These findings pave the way to novel applications, both for defining new
dependency parsing evaluation metrics and towards the creation of challenge sets.

Carbone and Sarti present ETC-NLG, an end-to-end method leveraging topic mod-
eling annotations on unlabeled text corpora to generate topic-conditioned sentences in
natural language. The method is aimed at dealing with insufficient labeled training
data and can be used to produce high quality conditioned text when provided with
suitable topic models and parameters that balance generation fluency and conditioning
strength. The method’s effectiveness was tested in a low-resource setting for Italian and
a comparative evaluation of ETC-NLG for Italian and English using a parallel corpora
was performed.

The last two papers in the volume focus on the Evaluation Campaign of Natural Lan-
guage Processing and Speech Tools for Italian, EVALITA. Passaro et al. provide a summary
of the 7th EVALITA campaign (2020) which included 14 different tasks belonging to five
research areas, namely: (i) Affect, Hate, and Stance, (ii) Creativity and Style, (iii) New
Challenges in Long-standing Tasks, (iv) Semantics and Multimodality, (v) Time and
Diachrony. The paper provides a description of the tasks and the key findings from the
analysis of participant outcomes, as well as a detailed analysis of the evaluation of tasks
across the past seven editions over the last 13 years. The paper by Patti and colleagues
closes the volume, describing the EVALITA4ELG project, whose aim is collecting the
resources released as benchmarks for the EVALITA campaigns, and making them easily
accessible through the European Language Grid platform. The collection of resources
is integrated with systems and baselines as a pool of web services with a common
interface, deployed on a dedicated hardware infrastructure.

After this synthetic view of the papers in this issue, we leave the reader the pleasure
to navigate across the valuable pages of the volume.
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